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Abstract 

This paper considers a single machine scheduling problem to determine release and processing times where 

both the release times and processing times are linearly decreasing functions of resources. The objective is to 

minimize the sum of the associated resource consumption cost and scheduling cost including makespan, sum 

of completion times, maximum lateness, or sum of lateness. This paper proves that the scheduling problem is 

NP-hard in the strong sense even if the release times are constant. 
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1. Introduction and Problem 

Description 

This paper considers the single machine sched-

uling problem with resource dependent release 

times and processing times, where “resource de-

pendent release times and processing times” means 

that both the release times and processing times 

are linearly decreasing functions of resources. More 

specifically, both the job release times and process-

ing times depend on the amount of resource con-

sumption. The proposed scheduling problem com-

monly arises in the chemical processing industry, 

referring to Wang and Cheng [4]. The objective of 

the scheduling problem is to minimize the sum of 

resource consumption cost and scheduling cost in-

cluding makespan, sum of completion times, max-

imum lateness, or sum of lateness.

In the proposed problem, there are   jobs on a 

single machine which are initially available at time 

, but each job may be made available at an earlier 

time point by consuming extra resources that will 

incur additional costs. Each job   has a due date 

, a processing time   and a release time 

    … , where both   and   depend on 

the amount of resource consumption. Specifically, 

   , where   is the normal processing time 

and   is the amount of processing time com-

pression, ≤ ≤   , where   is the 

cost of resource consumed to advance the avail-

ability of   to   and   the cost per unit reduction 

of release time, ≤ ≤. Denote by   the com-

pletion time of job . Jobs are assumed to be proc-

essed in the earliest release date (ERD) order after 

they are released.

Referring to the classification scheme of Graham 

et al. [2]     , the proposed problem is classi-

fied to have (only single machine problem), 

and “pr_d” and “rel_d” constraints for , where 

“pr_d ” and “rel_d” indicate resource dependent 

processing times and release times, respectively. 

Moreover, for , the objective function of the pro-

posed problem is composed of resource con-

sumption cost and scheduling cost. The resource 

consumption cost “RC ” is composed of the total 

processing time reduction cost ∑      and the 

total release time reduction cost ∑   , 

where ,    … , is the cost per unit process-
ing time reduction, then  ∑    ∑    

. The scheduling cost may be represented 

by one of the followings;

    ≤ ≤  ∑    

(makespan),

∑ ∑    ≤  ≤  ∑    

(sum of completion times),

    ≤ ≤  ≤  ≤ 

     ∑     

(maximum lateness),

∑    ∑     ∑    ≤  ≤ 

 ∑     

(sum of lateness).

Under the constraint of a common deadline, 

Janiak [3] has shown that the single machine 

scheduling problem of minimizing resource con-

sumption (where the job release times follow a 

linear model,      ⋯   but the 

processing times are constant) is NP-hard in the 

ordinary sense. Referring to the Janiak’s result, 

Wang and Cheng [4] have just commented that the 

problem 1| pr_d, rel_d |C_max +RC is NP-hard. 

However, they haven’t characterized whether the 

problem 1| pr_d, rel_d |Cmax +RC is NP-hard in 

the strong sense or not, which is the motivation 
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of this paper. It seems to be important whether a 

problem is NP-hard in the strong sense or not, 

because “strongly NP-hard hard” means that the 

associated problem is more difficult to solve. 

Therefore, it is more valuable to derive any 

heuristic algorithms for that problem. Thus, this 

paper proves that the problems 1|pr_d, rel_d |Cmax

+ RC, 1|pr_d, rel_d |∑  + RC, 1|pr_d, rel_d |
Lmax + RC and 1|pr_d, rel_d|∑    + RC are 

NP-hard in the strong sense even if the release 

times are constant. “the release times are constant” 

means that the release time of all the products are 

the same.

2. Strong NP-completeness of 
the Proposed Scheduling 
Problem 

Theorem 1 : The problem 1|pr_d, rel_d|Cmax + 

RC is NP-hard in the strong sense even if the re-

lease times are constant.

Proof : The proof is made by reduction from the 

3-Partition Problem [1] which is known to be 

NP-hard in the strong sense. The problem is stat-

ed as follows;

Given  elements with integer size  …   
where ∑       and    for    
…   does there exist a partition  …   of 
the index set  …   such that       and 
∑∈   for    … 
Now, consider the following instance of the 

problem 1|pr_d, rel_d |Cmax +RC;

number of jobs    

            … 
          ,

       


   ⋯ ,

          

    …    ,
  –   …      ,
Then,     …      

Since  , then the relation     

holds, which is a subset of ≤ ≤; that is, 

   is a special case of ≤ ≤. 

Therefore, it is reasonable to consider the relation 

   in the proof. Moreover, define a threshold 

value, , as

    

Now, it is proved that there exists a feasible 

schedule for the instance of the problem 1|pr_d, 

rel_d|Cmax + RC with Cmax + RC ≤ Q if and only 

if there exists a solution to the 3-Partition Problem. 

a) For the if-part; Suppose that there are  

disjoint sets  …   which comprise a solution 

to the 3-Partition Problem, such as     

⋯   , where    ⋯    = 

 …  and       ⋯ . Then, 
the associated job sets ′   ⋯ , 
′     have the processing times 



 


 


 ⋯


 


 


  

respectively, where 
 

 
 ⋯    

  … .
The total processing time of the three jobs in ′  

is 

   … . Therefore, the total resource 

consumption cost is ∑     ∑    

 . Job     is sequenced at the last 

position, so that the makespan associated with the 

schedule is . Thus, the total objective cost is 

.

b) For the only if-part; Suppose that there is a 

feasible schedule   satisfying the relation   
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≤. Since the release time     is   and 

the threshold value is , job     is 

sequenced at the last position. This paper assumes 

that job     is immediately processed at time 

     without waiting, since  ≤ ≤   

 , which is more cost-effective. Then, the 

makespan associated with the schedule   is , 

which implies that the total resource consumption 

cost is not greater than 1/2. 

Referring to Lemma 1 in [4], the schedule   

needs to have no machine idle time. Therefore, by 

subtracting the makespan of   from the term 

∑       , the total processing time reduc-

tion amount associated with the schedule   is 

.

Now, ’s (the amount of processing time com-

pression of each job ) are found by use of the fol-

lowing mathematical programming; 

minimize         ⋯ 

       


subject to        ⋯  (1)

         

             ≤   (2)

                ≤ (3)

               …

                 ⋯  ()

           

≤

Constraint (1) represents that the total process-

ing time reduction amount is . Constraints 

(2)～() represent that the schedule   has no ma-

chine idle time, since           and 

           … . The above 
mathematical programming achieves a minimum 

at           ⋯         

  , and the associated minimum objective 

value is equal to 1/2. The relation         
    is equivalent to the relation    

      … . This implies the ex-
istence of a solution to the 3-Partition Problem.

This completes the proof.

Theorem 2 : The problem 1|pr_d, rel_d|∑    
is NP-hard in the strong sense even if the release 

times are constant.

Proof : The proof is made by reduction from the 

Numerical 3-Dimensional Matching Problem [1] 

which is NP-hard in the strong sense. The prob-

lem is stated as follows;

Given three sets     of   positive integers 

   …      …    and   
  …    with ∑        , decide 

if there exist one-to-one functions   and   on the 

sets   …   such that      , for 
all             … .
Now, consider the following instance of the 

problem 1|pr_d, rel_d | ∑  ;

     

             …    
    

         


   …        
   … 
    … 
    … 
   

             …      

Then,              

 …        Since    , the re-
lation    holds, which is a subset of ≤  

 ≤; that is,    is a special case of 
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≤ ≤. Therefore, it is reasonable to consid-

er the relation    in the proof. Moreover, 

define a threshold value, , as

∑      

Now, it is proved that there exists a feasible 

schedule for the instance of the problem 1|pr_d, 

rel_d | ∑   with ∑ ≤  if and only if 
there exists a solution to the Numerical 3-Dimen-

sional Matching Problem. 

a) For the if-part; Suppose that there are   dis-

joint sets  …   which comprise a solution to 

the Numerical 3-Dimensional Matching Problem, i.e., 

        ⋯     
  such as       ⋯ . The 
solution values     and   are assigned to 

    and      … , respectively. Jobs 
with identical release time are processed in SPT 

(Shortest Processing Time) order, such as   

        …   with their processing 

times of            

  . Consider the schedule   of the 

proposed problem being represented by the job 

sequence         …          
without machine idle time. Then, it follows that the 

schedule   has the sum of completion times 

∑        ∑      , 

and the total resource consumption cost ∑    

           ∑       

  ∑    ∑    , 

so that ∑  .
b) For the only if-part; Suppose that there is a 

feasible schedule   satisfying the relation ∑   
≤. Due to the relation  ≤ ≤   , the 

processing of each earlier arrived job is completed 

before arrival of any next jobs, since the relation 

implies more cost-effective. Thus, any one of si-

multaneously arrived jobs can be immediately 

processed without waiting. Therefore, three jobs 

arrive simultaneously except for   , so that the 

three jobs need to be processed in SPT order so 

as to be more cost-effective. This leads to the 

processing order of          … , 
among the three simultaneously arrived jobs and 

their processing times of      

  . However, the last job    having the re-

lease time of   arrives last by itself, so that it 

should be immediately processed without waiting 

at the last position in the sequence. Moreover, in 

the schedule , the processing of each earlier ar-

rived job is completed before arrival of anynext 

jobs, so that 

     ≥   … ,       

since                   

  … .

Referring to Lemma 1 in [4], the schedule   

needs to have no machine idle time, so that

     ≤   …          

From Eqs.   and , it follows that 

         …          

Based on Eq. , the sum of completion times 

associated with the schedule   is     

∑      , and the total resource con-

sumption cost is ∑             

∑    ∑    , so that ∑  
 , which satisfies the hypothesis. More-

over, the relation         is equivalent 

to the relation         … . This 
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implies the existence of a solution to the Numerical 

3-Dimensional Matching Problem.

This completes the proof.

Theorem 3 : The problems 1|pr_d, rel_d|Lmax

+RC and 1|pr_d, rel_d|∑      are NP-hard 

in the strong sense even if the release times are 

constant.

Proof : If the value 0 is assigned to ’s, 

  … , then the problems 1|pr_d, rel_d|Lmax

+ RC and 1|pr_d, rel_d|∑    +RC are equiv-

alent to the problems 1|pr_d, rel_d|Cmax+RC and 

1|pr_d, rel_d|∑ +RC. Therefore, the problems 

1|pr_d, rel_d|Lmax +RC and 1|pr_d, rel_d|∑   

+RC are NP-hard in the strong sense even if the 

release times are constant, since their special cases 

are NP-hard in the strong sense.

This completes the proof.

In summary, this paper proves that the problems 

1|pr_d, rel_d|Cmax + RC, 1|pr_d, rel_d|∑+RC, 
1|pr_d, rel_d|Lmax +RC and 1|pr_d, rel_d|∑   

+RC are NP-hard in the strong sense even if the 

release times are constant.
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